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Description
In a superfish menu, a menuSection (parent) item followed by an option (child), then a "separator", then another option, will put the menuSection and the last option on the top level, and the first option will be below the menuSection. This is the right way. But in a Bootstrap menu, both of the options will be under the menuSection, with the separator ignored.

Solution

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance

Ticket ID
5591

Created
lib/smarty_tiki/function.menu.php around line86: the logic of constructing bootstrap menus is only processing menu item type 's' (section level0) and 'o' (option), the other ones (like '-' for separator, '1' for section level0) are not considered for section levels

Regarding section level other than sectionLevel0: currently the philosophy of bootstrap is to have one level deep menus

Regardin separator: it is possible to overcome this by using section level0 for a single item after a sectionlevel0

maybe we need to state it somewhere, that if you want to use bootstrap menu styling than there are some limits how you can construct menu.

Another way would be to forget this distinction of bootstrap and non-bootstrap menus and always use css menus by applying bootstrap classes?

I attached a screenshot showing how to configure without using separator
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